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Abstract
The indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma (IRPD) captures the trade-off between the short-term payoff from exploiting economic partners and the long-term
gain from building successful relationships. We aim to understand how people form
and use beliefs about others in the IRPD. To do so, we elicit beliefs about the
supergame strategies chosen by others. We find that heterogeneity in beliefs and
changes in beliefs with experience are central to understanding behavior and learning in the IRPD. Beliefs strongly predict cooperation, initial beliefs match behavior
quite well, most subjects choose strategies that perform well given their beliefs, and
beliefs respond to experience while becoming more accurate over time. Furthermore,
experience affects both transitions between strategies and cooperation. Finally, we
uncover a novel mechanism by which trusting subjects learn to cooperate through
their interaction with experience, which helps to explain how trust underpins successful economic exchanges.
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Introduction

Repeated interactions that persist for an uncertain length of time underpin many economic
transactions and relationships.1 In such environments, the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s
dilemma captures well the trade-off between the short-term payoff from exploiting economic partners and the long-term gain from building successful enduring relationships.
Recent experimental work has advanced our understanding of behavior in the indefinitely
repeated prisoner’s dilemma (e.g., Dal Bó, 2005, Blonski et al., 2011, Dal Bó and Fréchette,
2011, Fudenberg et al., 2012, Bigoni et al., 2015, Aoyagi et al., 2019, Proto et al., 2019).2
However, we know little about how people form and use beliefs about others when they
play indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma games.
In this paper we want to understand the role of beliefs in the indefinitely repeated
prisoner’s dilemma (following the literature, we call one indefinitely repeated prisoner’s
dilemma game a ‘supergame’). In particular, we aim to: (i) elicit initial supergame strategies and initial beliefs about the supergame strategies chosen by others; (ii) analyze the
relationship between behavior and beliefs; (iii) use beliefs to provide new evidence about
the mechanism that underlies learning from experience; and (iv) understand whether
personality predicts behavior and beliefs. To achieve these aims, we build on recent
work that: (i) directly elicits supergame strategies in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s
dilemma after some experience of playing the game (Romero and Rosokha, 2018; Cason
and Mui, 2019; Dal Bó and Fréchette, 2019);3 and (ii) studies the role of personal traits in
the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma without eliciting strategies or beliefs about
strategies (e.g., Dreber et al., 2014, Proto et al., 2019, 2020).
1 For

example: (i) firms compete in an industry until their products becomes obsolete; (ii) a

labor union bargains with a firm for so long as the firm continues to exist; and (iii) countries
sign free trade agreements that last until a protectionist government is elected.
2 Recent

experimental work has also studied the prisoner’s dilemma with finite repetition

(e.g., Embrey et al., 2018), in continuous time with a finite time horizon (Friedman and Oprea,
2012), when subjects are randomly rematched after every round of the stage game (e.g., Camera
and Casari, 2009, Duffy and Fehr, 2018), and when decisions are made in teams (Cason and
Mui, 2019; Cooper and Kagel, 2020).
3 In

their setting, Dal Bó and Fréchette (2019) find no evidence that eliciting supergame

strategies systematically changes behavior.
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We find that beliefs play a central role in explaining behavior throughout our experiment. In the first supergame, before subjects gain any experience, we find that heterogeneity in beliefs across subjects accounts for 36% of the variation in cooperation (this
represents 80% of the variance accounted for together by beliefs, the return to joint cooperation, demographics, personality and cognitive ability). In the final supergame, after
subjects have learned from experience, beliefs account for 23% of the variation in cooperation. Furthermore, we find that: (i) initial beliefs match behavior quite well; (ii) most
subjects choose strategies that perform well given their beliefs; and (iii) beliefs respond
to experience and become more accurate over time. In sum, we find that heterogeneity in
beliefs and changes in beliefs with experience are crucial to understanding behavior and
learning in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma. We also find that, by the end
of the experiment, more trusting subjects cooperate more often and hold more optimistic
beliefs, and we uncover a novel mechanism by which trusting subjects learn to cooperate
through their interaction with experience.
Our 394 subjects played 25 supergames with random rematching and between-subject
treatment variation in the the return to joint cooperation (cooperation is an equilibrium
in all treatments). Since we wanted to elicit both supergame strategies and beliefs about
the supergame strategies chosen by others, we restricted attention to ten strategies (see
Table 1 in Section 2.4; we randomized the strategy presentation order across subjects). In
each supergame the subject’s chosen strategy and that of her opponent were played out
round-by-round on the subject’s screen. We elicited beliefs twice, in the first supergame
and again in the final (25th) supergame. Building on Costa-Gomes and Weizsäcker (2008),
we elicited incentivized beliefs about the distribution of the ten supergame strategies
using the Quadratic Scoring Rule (QSR).4 Web Appendix I provides screenshots from
the experiment.
In order to elicit initial strategies and beliefs, we did not allow subjects to interact
in any way with each other before eliciting strategies and beliefs in the first supergame.
Nonetheless, we wanted subjects to understand the structure of the game and the nature of
4 Costa-Gomes

and Weizsäcker (2008) find that when using the QSR to elicit beliefs about

a distribution over strategies, the belief elicitation has a mostly insignificant effect on behavior.
Nonetheless, to avoid contamination of behavior, we elicited beliefs after subjects had chosen
their strategy.
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repeated game strategies before eliciting initial strategies and beliefs. To achieve this, we
designed two forms of training. First, each subject played ‘practice’ supergames against
herself using the direct-response method (that is, choosing round-by-round actions rather
than supergame strategies). Second, each subject tested pairs of supergame strategies
against each other in training supergames that were played out round-by-round on the
subject’s screen.
We also selected short directed measures of personality that we judged most likely
to help explain behavior and beliefs in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma. At
the beginning of the experiment we used short surveys to measure: anxiety; cautiousness;
forgiveness; kindness; manipulativeness; and trust (we also measured cognitive ability and
basic demographics). Using our setting where we elicited supergame strategies and beliefs
over strategies, we aimed to increase the potential to detect any effects of personality on
cooperation in repeated games by measuring aspects of personality that are conceptually
linked to categories of strategies and to motivations in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s
dilemma.
In Section 3 we analyze initial beliefs and behavior in the first supergame. We find that
average beliefs in the first supergame match the distribution of chosen strategies quite
well, although initial beliefs respond less strongly to the return to joint cooperation than
does behavior. Furthermore, most subjects choose strategies that perform well given their
beliefs, and beliefs strongly predict cooperation. Deviations from best responses to beliefs
follow an interesting pattern: when the return to joint cooperation is low, optimists often
fail to choose the payoff-maximizing always defect strategy; and when the return to joint
cooperation is high, pessimists often fail to choose payoff-maximizing lenient strategies.
We also find that expected earnings increase with the accuracy of beliefs and with the
ability of subjects to choose strategies that perform well given beliefs.
In Section 4 we analyze how beliefs and behavior evolve in response to experience
(of opponent cooperation and realized supergame length), and we use beliefs to provide
new evidence about the mechanism that underlies learning from experience. The previous literature focuses on behavior in the first round of each supergame (Dal Bó and
Fréchette, 2011, 2018), and we replicate these findings in our dataset. We then go beyond
this analysis of first-round behavior in three ways. First, because we elicited strategies
in consecutive supergames, we are able to show that experience affects cooperation at
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the level of the whole supergame strategy. We also study the factors that predict experimentation and use transitions between strategies to help understand how experience
changes cooperation: for example, when a subject’s opponent in the previous supergame
cooperated more, the subject is much less likely to change to an “unfriendly” strategy
(i.e., one which defects for sure in the first round). Second, because we elicited beliefs
in the first supergame, we can show that cooperation depends on both experience and
initial beliefs; thus we find that beliefs elicited in the first supergame predict cooperation
throughout the experiment. Third, because we also elicited beliefs in the final supergame,
we can show that beliefs themselves respond to experience and that beliefs in the final
supergame predict cooperation at the end of the experiment. We also find that beliefs
become more accurate over time as subjects gain experience.
In Section 5 we find that subjects who reveal themselves to be more trusting in our personality survey cooperate more on average. When we elicit beliefs in the final supergame,
we also find that trust predicts optimism about others’ cooperation, which suggests that
beliefs mediate the relationship between trust and cooperation. Interestingly, we find no
evidence that trust predicts behavior or beliefs in the first supergame. To understand how
trusting subjects learn to cooperate, we study how trust interacts with experience. We
find that subjects high in trust respond more strongly when they experience cooperative
behavior; by contrast, subjects low in trust respond more strongly when they experience
uncooperative behavior. The tendency of high trust subjects to amplify good news and
discount bad news drives their cooperation up.
The main methodological contribution of our paper is to elicit beliefs over supergame
strategies in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to elicit such beliefs. Davis et al. (2016) elicit round-by-round beliefs about
the opponent’s behavior in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma; like us, they find
that beliefs correlate with behavior.5 We complement the literature that measures beliefs
in the one-shot or finitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma, which consistently finds that
5 Davis

et al. (2016)’s main focus is on the relationship between personal characteristics and

behavior, and so their analysis of beliefs appears only in the appendix (where they also find
little correlation between beliefs and personal characteristics). Web Appendix II.1 summarizes
other work that considers beliefs in indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma games.
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beliefs correlate with cooperation.6
In contemporaneous work, Aoyagi et al. (2020) elicit round-by-round beliefs in definitely and indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemmas, and develop a novel identification
strategy to estimate beliefs over supergame strategies from the round-by-round beliefs.7
Aoyagi et al. (2020)’s focus is different to ours: because they estimate beliefs using data
from later supergames, they do not study initial beliefs over supergame strategies or
the evolution of these beliefs in response to experience. Aoyagi et al. (2020) find that
estimated beliefs over supergame strategies depend on whether the game is finitely or
indefinitely repeated, that different behavioral types hold different beliefs, and that most
subjects choose strategies that perform well given their beliefs.8
Turning now to personality, to the best of our knowledge we are the first to study the
relationship between a survey measure of trust and behavior or beliefs in the indefinitely
repeated prisoner’s dilemma; the positive effect of trust on cooperation that we find is
broadly consistent with evidence from related one-shot or finitely repeated games.9 Nor
are we aware of any previous studies that consider how trust interacts with experience
6 In

finitely repeated prisoner’s dilemmas: (i) Zhang et al. (2019) elicit round-by-round beliefs,

finding that beliefs and behavior correlate within rounds, and that beliefs in one round vary with
behavior in the previous round; and (ii) Kagel and McGee (2016) find that over time teams form
beliefs that the opposing team will defect toward the end of each supergame (where these beliefs
are inferred from team chat). For literature on beliefs in one-shot prisoner’s dilemmas, see Web
Appendix II.2.
7 Aoyagi

et al. (2020) estimate beliefs under the identifying assumption that subjects cor-

rectly Bayes update from observed within-supergame histories. Because their approach is data
intensive, they estimate beliefs at the level of behavioral types rather than at the individual
level.
8 Aoyagi

et al. (2020) also study the round-by-round beliefs themselves in later supergames,

finding that average beliefs track cooperation rates closely, that beliefs correlate with withinsupergame experience, and that beliefs correlate with behavior. Unlike Croson (2000) in the
one-shot prisoner’s dilemma, they find no indication of important changes in behavior caused
by the belief elicitation.
9 Web

Appendix II.3 summarizes this evidence. A few papers correlate behavior in trust

games with that in the prisoner’s dilemma, finding mixed results (Chaudhuri et al., 2002; Capraro
et al., 2014; Haesevoets et al., 2015; Davis et al., 2016).
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in the prisoner’s dilemma.10 Outside of the lab, trust matters for economic outcomes:
for example, Algan and Cahuc (2010) find that trust fosters growth; Lopez-de Silanes
et al. (1997) find that trust promotes performance in large organizations; and Aghion
et al. (2010) find that trust lowers the demand for government regulation. Our finding
that, in indefinitely repeated interactions, trust predicts cooperative behavior and beliefs
about how much others cooperate provides one mechanism for the broader role of trust in
underpinning successful economic exchanges. In the lab, Proto et al. (2019) find a transitory effect of agreeableness on cooperation in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma
(they also find that the cautiousness facet of conscientiousness lowers cooperation, but
only when subjects are matched by their level of conscientiousness).11 Since trust is one
facet of agreeableness, any effects of agreeableness on cooperation might partly be driven
by trust.
Finally, Dal Bó and Fréchette (2018) survey the broader literature on the relationship
between personal characteristics and cooperation in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s
dilemma: noting that the current evidence is sparse, they conclude that there is as yet no
robust evidence of a link between personal characteristics and cooperation when cooperation is an equilibrium, arguing instead that the main motivation behind cooperation is
strategic. The role of trust that we uncover is consistent with a predominantly strategic
rather than preference-based motivation for cooperation, since our evidence suggests that
trusting subjects learn to cooperate, with the effect of trust on behavior mediated by
beliefs.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 describes the experimental design; Section 3
analyzes initial beliefs and behavior in the first supergame; Section 4 studies the evolution
10 In

a prisoner’s dilemma game involving deception (subjects were told that they were playing

against another subject in the room, but in fact were playing against the experimenter), and
in which subjects were given no information about the number of times the game would be
repeated, Parks et al. (1996) find that when subjects received a message from the experimenter
stating that they planned to cooperate (defect), high (low) trust subjects responded by increasing
(decreasing) cooperation. Parks et al. (1996) also find that the response to messages depends
on the consistency of the message and behavior.
11 Proto

et al. (2020) also find some effect of agreeableness on cooperation in the indefinitely

repeated prisoner’s dilemma. Kagel and McGee (2014) find that agreeableness predicts cooperation in the finitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma.
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of beliefs and behavior over the course of the 25 supergames; Section 5 considers the
relationship between personality and behavior and beliefs; Section 6 concludes; and the
Web Appendix provides further details.

2

Experimental design

2.1

Procedures

We ran our experimental sessions at Purdue University’s Vernon Smith Experimental
Economics Laboratory (VSEEL) between mid-November 2018 and early February 2019.
The study was reviewed by Purdue’s Institutional Review Board, and all participants
gave informed consent after reading the participant information sheet.
In total, 394 subjects participated, earning $23.57 on average including a show-up fee
of $5.00 (the rate of exchange was $1.00 for every two hundred experimental ‘points’).
Subjects were drawn randomly from the VSEEL student subject pool and invited to participate.12 We excluded subjects who had participated in the related repeated prisoner’s
dilemma experiments reported in Romero and Rosokha (2018, 2019a,b) and Cason and
Mui (2019).
The experiment was between subject, with three treatments that varied only in the
structure of the stage-game payoff matrix. We ran 27 sessions, with nine sessions for each
of the three treatments.13 Sessions lasted just under one hour and included 12, 14, or
16 subjects, with 14.6 subjects on average.14 The experiment was programmed in oTree
(Chen et al., 2016). Web Appendix I provides screenshots from the experiment.

2.2

Overview

The experiment proceeded as follows:
1. Measurement of personal characteristics. We measured each subject’s personality and cognitive ability. We included the following personality measures: anxiety;
12 The
13 We

VSEEL subject pool is administered using ORSEE (Greiner, 2015).

ran three sessions (one for each treatment) on each of nine separate days. Session start

times were constant across days, and we balanced start times across treatments. On the ninth
day, one session did not fill up, and so we ran that session exactly one week later.
14 Dal

Bó and Fréchette (2011)’s sessions included 14.8 subjects on average.
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cautiousness; forgiveness; kindness; manipulativeness; and trust. We measured cognitive
ability using a test of matrix reasoning.
2.

Training. Each subject played ten ‘practice’ indefinitely repeated prisoner’s

dilemma games (‘supergames’) against herself using the direct-response method. Subjects
then spent three minutes reading the description of the ten available supergame strategies.
Finally, each subject spent five minutes testing pairs of strategies against each other in
training supergames.
3. Supergames with strategy elicitation. Subjects played 25 supergames with
random rematching. At the beginning of each supergame, each subject chose one of the
ten available strategies to play the supergame, and then the subject’s chosen strategy and
that of her opponent were played out round-by-round on the subject’s screen.
4. Belief elicitation. We elicited beliefs twice, in the first supergame and the final
(25th) supergame. We elicited beliefs about the distribution of the ten strategies using
the Quadratic Scoring Rule (QSR). To prevent any contamination of initial supergame
strategies, we elicited beliefs in the first supergame immediately after subjects had chosen
their strategy for the first supergame.
5. Demographic questionnaire. Subjects completed a short demographic questionnaire at the end of the experiment.

2.3

Supergame design

We call an indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma game a ‘supergame’. Following Dal Bó
and Fréchette (2011), our between-subject design used the stage-game payoff matrix in
Figure 1 with R ∈ {32, 40, 48} and a continuation probability δ = 0.75. This payoff matrix
determines the two players’ payoffs in each round of a supergame. After each round, the
supergame ends with probability 1 − δ = 0.25.
Each value of R ∈ {32, 40, 48} corresponds to one of our three between-subject treatments. Dal Bó and Fréchette (2011) found substantial variation in cooperation rates
across these values of R with δ = 0.75, even though subgame-perfect Nash equilibria with
full cooperation exist in all three cases.15
15 Dal

Bó and Fréchette (2011) also included treatments with δ = 0.5.
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Figure 1: Payoff matrix in each round of a supergame
Notes: In the experiment, we used neutral labels ‘A’ and ‘B’ to represent ‘C’ (cooperate) and
‘D’ (defect).

2.4

Choice of ten supergame strategies

Our aim was to elicit initial supergame strategies and initial beliefs about the supergame
strategies chosen by others, and to study how these choices and beliefs change with experience.16 Since we wanted to elicit both strategies and beliefs, we restricted attention
to the ten supergame strategies in Table 1.17
Our strategy definitions follow Fudenberg et al. (2012), except for the two strategies
among our ten that they do not include, namely DG and RAND.18 Figure A.5 in Web
Appendix I shows the wording of our ten strategies. The order that the ten strategies
appeared on the subject’s screen was randomized across subjects, and remained constant
16 We

study both initial behavior and learning. Many experimental game-theoretic studies

consider only initial behavior by suppressing feedback (e.g., Costa-Gomes et al., 2001).
17 In

indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma games, Romero and Rosokha (2018, 2019a),

Cason and Mui (2019) and Dal Bó and Fréchette (2019) elicit supergame strategies from a
larger strategy space, while Bruttel and Kamecke (2012) ask subjects to choose a memory-1 rule
after three rounds of the supergame.
18 For

simplicity, under our definition of G, a player does not defect unless her opponent has

defected at least once; that is, the player does not respond to her own defections (the same is
true for G2). In our setting without mistakes in implementation, our definitions of G and G2
are behaviorally equivalent to those in Fudenberg et al. (2012). We use the simpler definitions
because: (i) they are easier to understand; and (ii) to avoid subject confusion about why a
strategy specifies a response to a player’s own unilateral deviation(s) that can never occur under
that strategy. Similarly, Dal Bó and Fréchette (2019, p.3935) use the term ‘Grim’ to denote a
memory-1 strategy that, in the absence of mistakes in implementation, is behaviorally equivalent
to Grim as defined in Fudenberg et al. (2012).
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throughout the session.19
Strategy
AD
DG
DTFT
RAND
G
2TFT
TFT
G2
TF2T
AC

Description
Always Defect
Defect in first round, and then play Grim (ignoring own first-round defection)
Defect in first round, and then play Tit-for-Tat
In every round, choose C with probability 0.5 and D with probability 0.5
Grim
2-Tits-for-1-Tat
Tit-for-Tat
Lenient Grim 2
Tit-for-2-Tats
Always Cooperate
Table 1: Description of our ten supergame strategies

Notes: Figure A.5 in Web Appendix I shows the wording of our ten strategies.

We selected strategies from the twenty considered by Fudenberg et al. (2012, Table 2)
based on the results of the Strategy Frequency Elicitation Method (SFEM; see Dal Bó
and Fréchette, 2011) applied to the data collected together by Dal Bó and Fréchette
(2018) from 1,734 subjects playing indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma games, and
then selecting the eight most popular strategies.20 These eight strategies include the five
‘key’ strategies identified by Dal Bó and Fréchette (2018, Table 10).21
We added DG and RAND to the eight strategies from Fudenberg et al. (2012) selected
by our SFEM exercise, giving the ten strategies in Table 1. DG is the the natural extension of G corresponding to DTFT as the extension of TFT.22 RAND corresponds to
19 We

randomly created sixteen orders, one for each of the sixteen possible subjects in a session,

such that every strategy appeared first in the order for at least one of the first twelve subjects
(recall the minimum session size was twelve), and no strategy appeared first in the order for
more than two subjects.
20 The

data include 32 combinations of paper and parameter values with δ > 0. The most

popular strategies were determined by running SFEM for each combination and taking the
average.
21 Fudenberg

et al. (2012) call DTFT ‘Exploitative Tit-for-Tat’, while Dal Bó and Fréchette

(2018, 2019) call it ‘Suspicious Tit-for-Tat’; we use the neutral term ‘DTFT’ to avoid implying
a motive for choosing this strategy.
22 Our

strategy DG is not equivalent to Fudenberg et al. (2012, fn.25)’s D-Grim, which re-

sponds to a player’s own first-round defection and so is behaviorally equivalent to AD in our
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‘RANDOM-50’ in Dal Bó and Fréchette (2019).23 We included RAND as an option for
subjects who had difficulty choosing among the other strategies (RAND is the equivalent
of level-0 behavior in stage-game strategies). RAND also ensures that, despite the limited number of available strategies, subjects never perfectly learn their current opponent’s
deterministic strategy,24 which increases external validity of the learning process about
the population across supergames. Finally, RAND creates more behavioral separation
between G-type strategies (DG, G, G2) and TFT-type strategies (DTFT, 2TFT, TFT,
TF2T) since random defection(s) under RAND induce persistent punishment in the first
case but not the second.

2.5

Strategy categories

We find it useful to categorize our ten supergame strategies, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Along the horizontal axis, we categorize strategies according to when they first defect.
The three ‘unfriendly’ strategies (AD, DG, DTFT) defect in the very first round. The
three ‘provocable’ strategies (G, 2TFT, TFT) start by cooperating but defect immediately
in response to the opponent’s first defection. The three ‘lenient’ strategies (G2, TF2T,
AC) start by cooperating and do not defect immediately in response to the opponent’s
first defection.25
Along the vertical axis, we categorize strategies according to whether they punish
a rival’s defection forever or whether, after punishing a rival’s defection, they eventually
relent and cooperate if the opponent cooperates. The three ‘unrelenting’ strategies are the
G-type strategies (DG, G, G2). The four ‘relenting’ strategies are the TFT-type strategies
(DTFT, 2TFT, TFT, TF2T).26 The three ‘non-responsive’ strategies (AD, RAND, AC)
never respond to a rival’s defection.
setting without mistakes in implementation.
23 The

round-by-round randomization for RAND was implemented in real time as play pro-

gressed.
24 The

reason is that RAND replicates every deterministic strategy with positive probability.

25 Fudenberg

et al. (2012) categorize strategies as lenient in the same way that we do here.

According to Fudenberg et al. (2012)’s terminology, our unfriendly strategies are ‘fully noncooperative’, while our ‘provocable’ strategies are ‘fully cooperative’ but not lenient.
26 We

use the term ‘relenting’ rather than ‘forgiving’ because Axelrod (1980)’s concept of
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TFT
relenting
DTFT

non-responsive

2TFT

TF2T

AD

AC

DG

RAND

G2

unrelenting

lenient

provocable

unfriendly

G

Figure 2: Strategy categories

2.6

Training

As noted in Section 2.4, one of our main aims was to elicit initial supergame strategies
and initial beliefs about the supergame strategies chosen by others. Thus, we did not
allow subjects to interact in any way with each other before eliciting strategies and beliefs
in the first supergame.
Nonetheless, we wanted subjects to understand the structure of the game and the
nature of repeated game strategies before eliciting initial strategies and beliefs. To achieve
this, we designed two forms of training (without incentives). First, each subject played
ten ‘practice’ supergames against herself using the direct-response method: in each round
of each ‘practice match’, the subject chose an action for herself and an action for the
‘other’; and at the end of each round the subject pressed a button to roll a computerized
four-sided die that determined whether the supergame ended. Figures A.3 and A.4 in
Web Appendix I show screenshots.
Once subjects had become familiar with the structure of the game from this directresponse training, we introduced subjects to the ten available supergame strategies. In
particular, subjects spent three minutes reading the descriptions of the ten strategies,
forgiving in the prisoner’s dilemma includes both relenting after a punishment and being lenient
by not immediately punishing a defection.
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and then each subject spent five minutes testing pairs of strategies against each other in
training supergames that were played out round-by-round on the subject’s screen (each
round lasted a short amount of time, to mimic the feedback from direct-response play).
On average subjects tested 16.2 pairs of strategies (including repeat tests of the same
pair). In each ‘test match’, the subject chose one of the ten ‘plans’ for herself and one of
the ten for the ‘other’. Figures A.5 and A.6 in Web Appendix I show screenshots.

2.7

Supergames with strategy elicitation

Subjects played 25 supergames, with random rematching between supergames and the
same supergame lengths across treatments.27,28 At the beginning of each supergame, each
subject chose one of the ten available strategies to play the supergame, and then the
subject’s chosen strategy and that of her opponent were played out round-by-round on the
subject’s screen.29 In order to mimic the feedback from direct-response play, each round
lasted two seconds, and at the end of each round the subjects observed the outcome of the
four-sided die role that determined whether the supergame ended. The full supergame
history (round-by-round choices, payoffs and die rolls) was displayed during the supergame
and after the supergame ended (until the subject chose to continue to the screen for the
next supergame). Subjects observed the round-by-round choices made by their opponent’s
strategy, but they did not directly observe the strategy chosen by the opponent.30 Figures
A.8 and A.11 in Web Appendix I show screenshots.
Standard theoretical analyses of repeated games (and the SFEM procedure for estimat27 We

randomly drew the lengths of the 25 supergames in advance. In particular, we randomly

drew nine sequences of 25 supergame lengths; that is, we drew a new sequence for each of the
nine sessions of a particular treatment. To keep supergame lengths the same across treatments,
we used the same nine sequences for each of the three treatments.
28 Dal

Bó and Fréchette (2011, 2019) also use random rematching. Dal Bó and Fréchette

(2011, fn.4) provide evidence that random rematching does not induce repeated-game effects
across supergames.
29 Previously

chosen strategies did not act as defaults: subjects made an active choice of

strategy at the beginning of each supergame.
30 This

choice preserves external validity: in real-world strategic interactions, people usually

do not directly observe others’ strategies.
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ing strategies) assume that agents choose a supergame strategy, which specifies actions for
the whole supergame. Eliciting such a supergame strategy is an example of the strategy
method: Brandts and Charness (2011) survey the experimental evidence on the strategy
method more generally. Compared to the direct-response data in Dal Bó and Fréchette
(2011), Dal Bó and Fréchette (2019) find no evidence that eliciting supergame strategies
systematically changes behavior in their setting (like us, Dal Bó and Fréchette, 2019,
included treatments with δ = 0.75 and R = 32 or R = 48).

2.8

Belief elicitation

We used the Quadratic Scoring Rule (QSR) to elicit incentivized beliefs about the distribution of strategies in the first supergame and in the final (25th) supergame. The QSR is
incentive compatible (Selten, 1998), which means that money-maximizing (risk-neutral)
subjects are incentivized to report their true belief.
Figure A.9 in Web Appendix I shows how we described the belief elicitation procedure
to the subjects. We endeavored to keep the description concise. The text of the second
and third lines is similar to that used by Costa-Gomes and Weizsäcker (2008). Following
Costa-Gomes and Weizsäcker (2008): (i) we told subjects that they would make the most
money if they reported their true beliefs; but (ii) we also provided a complete description
of the QSR. Figure A.10 shows the belief entry screen, which included a reminder of the
main points.
Costa-Gomes and Weizsäcker (2008) find that when using the QSR to elicit beliefs
about a distribution over three strategies in one-shot games, the belief elicitation has a
mostly insignificant effect on behavior.31 More broadly, Schotter and Trevino (2014)’s
survey concludes that eliciting beliefs either has no effect on behavior or hastens learning,
and so is mostly innocuous.
Nonetheless, to prevent any contamination of initial supergame strategies, we elicited
beliefs about behavior in the first supergame after subjects had chosen their strategy for
the first supergame (but before the first supergame was played out), and subjects did
31 Other

papers that use the QSR to elicit beliefs about a distribution over three or more

choices include Terracol and Vaksmann (2009), Danz et al. (2012), Hyndman et al. (2012) and
Gee and Schreck (2018).
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not know that beliefs would be elicited when they chose their strategy.32 To minimize
contamination of later supergame strategies, we elicited beliefs only twice, in the first
supergame and in the final supergame.33 Furthermore, we gave the subjects no feedback
about the accuracy of their guesses.
Given that we elicit a belief about a distribution over ten strategies, we wanted to keep
the belief elicitation procedure as simple as possible. In this respect, the QSR has the
advantage that it is deterministic: that is, the subject’s payoff depends deterministically
on their reported belief and the realized state. Schlag and van der Weele (2013) show theoretically that all deterministic scoring rules impair truth-telling incentives for risk-averse
subjects. However, in our setting, we judged that introducing an element of randomization would make the belief elicitation procedure too complicated.34 Furthermore, in our
setting with ten strategies, the bias toward flattening the reported distribution is unlikely
to be important: Harrison et al. (2017) find that for empirically plausible levels of risk
aversion, the bias is small unless the set of events over which beliefs are elicited is binary
or close to binary.35
32 Similarly,

we elicited beliefs in the final supergame after subjects had chosen their strategy

but before the supergame was played out. Schlag et al. (2015, p.479)’s survey finds no consensus
on whether beliefs are influenced by first making a choice.
33 After

eliciting beliefs in the first supergame, subjects were told on a transition screen that

they would not be asked a similar question until the end of the experiment.
34 Furthermore,

even if our subjects could understand the mechanics of a belief elicitation

procedure with randomization, they might still not understand why the randomization gives the
incentive to report truthfully with risk aversion. Schlag et al. (2015, p.482)’s survey discusses the
contradictory evidence on whether randomized payments induce risk neutrality even in simple
settings.
35 We

do not expect hedging due to risk aversion to be a significant concern in our complex

setting. Schlag et al. (2015, p.481)’s survey summarizes evidence that hedging across actions
and beliefs is more of a problem in simple environments. For example, Blanco et al. (2010) find
hedging in a coordination game with obvious hedging incentives, but find no hedging in a more
complicated prisoner’s dilemma game. As noted above, Costa-Gomes and Weizsäcker (2008) use
the QSR to elicit beliefs about a distribution over three strategies, and they find no evidence of
hedging.
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2.9

Measurement of personal characteristics and demographic
questionnaire

2.9.1

Personality questionnaire

We measured personality at the beginning of the experiment. In particular, we measured:
anxiety; cautiousness; forgiveness; kindness; manipulativeness; and trust. We selected
these six personality measures because we judged them most likely to help explain behavior and beliefs in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma. As part of this exercise, we
carefully read through the questions underlying a large number of personality measures.
By design, we selected short directed measures of personality rather than longer measures
that confound different concepts. For this reason, our three measures that come from
the Big Five (John et al., 2008) capture specific facets of the five broader personality
measures: anxiety is one of six facets that make up neuroticism; cautiousness (sometimes
called ‘deliberation’) is one of six facets that make up conscientiousness; and trust is one
of six facets that make up agreeableness.36
We included forgiveness, kindness and trust because we judged that these measures
linked well to the strategy categories described in Section 2.5 (unfriendly, provocable,
lenient, and relenting/unrelenting); indeed, the questions underlying the forgiveness measure relate to aspects of leniency and of being relenting, and thus this measure captures
the spirit of Axelrod (1980)’s concept of ‘forgiving’ (see footnote 26 above). We included
manipulativeness because the underlying questions capture a willingness to exploit others. We included anxiety because we conjectured that anxiety might affect the ability to
perform in strategic interactions.37 Finally, we included cautiousness because Proto et al.
(2019) find a negative association between this facet of conscientiousness and cooperation
in an indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma.
We gave subjects six minutes to complete the personality questionnaire (the screen
36 Web

Appendix II.4 describes the sources for our 52 personality questions.

37 Anxiety

is an important facet of neuroticism. Gill and Prowse (2016) find a negative asso-

ciation between neuroticism and performance in a repeated p-beauty contest game, Al-Ubaydli
et al. (2016) find that neuroticism negatively predicts joint cooperation in a finitely repeated
prisoner’s dilemma, while DeYoung et al. (2010) find that neuroticism correlates with volume
in areas of the brain associated with threat and punishment.
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showed a countdown clock).38 We randomly drew the order of the 52 questions, subject
to the constraint that no two consecutive questions could come from the same personality
measure (subjects all faced the same order). We told subjects that their answers would
not affect the experiment in any way.
2.9.2

Personality factors

As described in Section 2.9.1, we selected short directed measures of personality from
a number of different sources. As a result, some of our measures are highly correlated
with each other (e.g., the highest correlation of 0.52 is between trust and forgiveness),
although our personality measures are not correlated with cognitive ability (the highest
correlation is 0.08). The high degree of correlation between our six measures of personality
justifies the construction of a smaller number of uncorrelated factors to identify the effects
of personality on behavior and beliefs. We undertake a principal factor analysis using
maximum likelihood factoring and Varimax rotation, implemented to give factors that
are uncorrelated with each other (see Luo et al., 2019). Before rotation, five factors have
eigenvalues above one, and so these are retained in the rotation; retaining factors with
eigenvalues above one is a standard criterion for choosing the number of factors due to
Kaiser (1960).
The five factors are: anxiety; cautiousness; kindness; manipulativeness; and trust.
Each factor’s loadings are highest for the questions underlying one of the personality
measures, and so we name each factor after that personality measure.39 By construction,
the factors are uncorrelated with each other, and have zero mean and unit variance.
2.9.3

Cognitive ability test: Matrix reasoning

After measuring personality but before subjects played any games, we measured cognitive
ability using a matrix reasoning test that measures fluid intelligence.40 In particular, we
38 We

followed the time per-question recommended for the Big Five Inventory (John et al.,

2008, p.137). Web Appendix II.5 describes further implementation details.
39 Web

Appendix II.6 provides more information about the factor loadings.

40 Fluid

intelligence is “the ability to reason and solve problems involving new information,

without relying extensively on an explicit base of declarative knowledge” (Carpenter et al., 1990).
Matrix reasoning tests have been used in economics by, e.g., Burks et al. (2009), Charness et al.
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used the eleven-question matrix reasoning test developed by the International Cognitive
Ability Resource Team (ICAR), which is similar to the Raven Progressive Matrices test
(Raven et al., 2000).41 For each question, subjects have to identify (among six choices)
the missing element that completes a visual pattern.
We gave subjects seven minutes to complete the test (the screen showed a countdown
clock). We told subjects that their answers would not affect the experiment in any way.
Following the convention in the psychometric literature, we did not provide monetary
incentives for completing the test, and we did not tell subjects anything about their
performance.
2.9.4

Demographic questionnaire

At the end of the experiment subjects completed a short demographic questionnaire. We
asked subjects whether: (i) they were aged ‘under 20’ or ‘20 and over’; (ii) they were
‘male’ or ‘female’; (iii) their major was in ‘Economics or Management’, ‘STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Math)’, ‘Liberal Arts’ or ‘other’; (iv) they went to high school
‘in US’ or ‘outside of US’. In each case, the subject could report ‘prefer not to say’. Four
subjects did not complete the questionnaire (answering ‘prefer not to say’ to one or more
questions), and so we exclude those subjects from regressions that control for demographic
characteristics. Those regressions also use a binary major categorization (‘STEM’ or ‘not
STEM’).

3

Initial beliefs and behavior

3.1

Strategy choices, average beliefs, optimism and cooperation

We start by presenting raw data that describe the initial supergame strategies chosen by
our subjects and their initial beliefs about the supergame strategies chosen by others.
Figures 3(a) to 3(c) show the distribution of strategies chosen in Supergame 1 for each
treatment. When the return to joint cooperation is low (i.e., R = 32), unfriendly strategies
are popular. As the return to joint cooperation increases (i.e., as R increases from 32
(2018), Gill and Prowse (2016), Fe et al. (2019) and Proto et al. (2019).
41 See

Condon and Revelle (2014). For research purposes, the questions are available on

request from ICAR (https://icar-project.com).
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to 48), the proportion of unfriendly strategies falls substantially, while provocable and
lenient strategies become more popular. In Supergame 1, our subjects choose unfriendly
strategies at broadly similar rates to Dal Bó and Fréchette (2019)’s subjects in their menu
elicitation treatment when, as here, δ = 0.75.42
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(a) Strategies: R = 32

(b) Strategies: R = 40

(c) Strategies: R = 48
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(f) Beliefs: R = 48

G2

TF2T
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Lenient

Figure 3: Strategies and average beliefs in Supergame 1
Notes: Figures 3(a) to 3(c) show the distribution of strategies chosen in Supergame 1 at the
treatment level. Figures 3(d) to 3(f) show the mean probability weight placed on each strategy
across each subject’s belief distribution in Supergame 1 at the treatment level.

Figures 3(d) to 3(f) show average beliefs in Supergame 1 for each treatment. Broadly
speaking, average beliefs match behavior quite well. This is true even though subjects
did not interact in any way before eliciting strategies and beliefs in the first supergame.
When the return to joint cooperation is low, subjects underestimate the proportion of
unfriendly strategies, but when the return to joint cooperation is high, average beliefs
track behavior closely. Generally speaking, average beliefs respond to the treatment less
strongly than does behavior. When interpreting these results on average beliefs, the reader
42 When

R = 48 (R = 32), 30 (68) percent of our subjects choose unfriendly strategies, while

27 (57) percent do so in Dal Bó and Fréchette (2019) (who elicit strategies after experience of
direct-response play).
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should bear in mind the considerable heterogeneity in beliefs across subjects (illustrated
below in Figure 4).
Our finding that average beliefs match behavior quite well could reflect projection
bias, whereby subjects project their thinking onto others and so assume that others are
likely to choose the same strategy that they themselves chose. Although projection bias
is likely part of the story, we note that the majority of subjects (60%) report beliefs that
place 20% or less weight on the subject’s chosen strategy.
In order to delve more deeply into the data, we construct summary measures of initial
beliefs and behavior. Briefly, Figure 4 shows that: (i) when the return to joint cooperation increases, optimism about how often others will cooperate responds more slowly than
subjects’ own willingness to cooperate and the actual level of cooperation in the population; (ii) when the return to joint cooperation is low, subjects are excessively optimistic,
but beliefs become more accurate as the return to joint cooperation goes up; and (iii)
within-treatment, subjects who are more optimistic tend also to be more cooperative.
When interpreting the results from Figure 4, note that the horizontal bars in Panels
I, II, IV and V show 95 percent confidence intervals, while Panels III and VI report 95
percent confidence intervals from OLS regressions. Turning to the first row of Figure 4,
‘Optimism’ measures how often a subject expects others to cooperate, while ‘Cooperativeness’ measures how often a subject expects her chosen strategy to cooperate given
her beliefs about others (and so captures willingness to cooperate). We see that when
the return to joint cooperation increases (i.e., when R increases from 32 to 48), subjects
become: (i) more optimistic (Panel I); and (ii) more willing to cooperate (Panel II). Interestingly, cooperativeness responds more strongly to the treatment than does optimism.
Finally, within-treatment, there is a strong positive correlation between optimism and
willingness to cooperate (Panel III).
Turning to the second row of Figure 4, ‘OptimismRelTruth’ measures optimism relative
to how often others actually cooperate, while ‘Cooperation’ measures how often a subject’s
chosen strategy cooperates on average given how others actually behave. We see that when
the return to joint cooperation is low (R = 32), subjects are too optimistic relative to
the truth (Panel IV). Because subjects are overly optimistic when R = 32, the level of
cooperation (Panel V) is lower than the willingness to cooperate (Panel II). However,
when R = 48 optimism matches well the degree of cooperation actually present in the
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population (Panel IV), and so cooperation (in Panel V) and willingness to cooperate
(Panel II) match up well. Finally, Panel VI shows that, within-treatment, subjects who
are more optimistic relative to the truth also cooperate more.
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Figure 4: Beliefs and behavior in Supergame 1: Violin and scatter plots
Notes: ‘Optimism’ measures the expected cooperation rate of a subject’s belief distribution playing against itself, while ‘Cooperativeness’ measures the expected cooperation rate of a subject’s
chosen strategy playing against the subject’s belief distribution (the expected cooperation rate of
a distribution of strategies playing against itself is the weighted sum of the expected cooperation
rate of each strategy playing against the distribution, with the weight on each strategy given by
the distribution). ‘OptimismRelTruth’ measures optimism minus the expected cooperation rate
of the treatment-level strategy distribution (excluding the subject’s own choice) playing against
itself, while ‘Cooperation’ measures the expected cooperation rate of a subject’s chosen strategy
playing against the treatment-level strategy distribution (excluding the subject’s own choice).
In all cases, cooperation rates measure the expected number of rounds of cooperation divided
by the expected number of rounds, and are based on analytical calculations of cooperation rates
for every possible combination of strategies (see Table A.2 in Web Appendix V). In the violin
plots, the unit of observation is an individual subject, stars are means and horizontal bars are 95
percent confidence intervals, calculated using non-parametric bootstrapping. The scatter plots
report linear OLS regression lines and 95 percent confidence intervals.
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Panel IV of Figure 4 suggests that the accuracy of beliefs increases as the return to joint
cooperation goes up. To test this, we construct a measure of accuracy of beliefs about the
within-treatment level of cooperation, and then regress this measure of accuracy on the
treatment.43 We find that accuracy does indeed increase as the return to joint cooperation
goes up, with the effect statistically significant at the one-percent level.44

3.2
3.2.1

Responding to beliefs
Introducing good responding to beliefs

The subjects in our experiment face a difficult choice among ten strategies. Furthermore,
in the first supergame, we elicit initial supergame strategies and beliefs before subjects
gain any experience of play against other subjects. As a result, it is not surprising that
subjects frequently fail to best respond to their initial beliefs: on average, in the first
supergame 25.4 percent of subjects best respond perfectly to their beliefs.
Since best responding perfectly is difficult in our environment, we consider a less
stringent, more pragmatic, definition of best response that we call ‘good response’. In
particular, we say that a subject good responds to her beliefs if she chooses a strategy that achieves an expected payoff within 3.15 percent of that from the best response
(given the subject’s beliefs). We chose this threshold so that exactly 50 percent of our
subjects good respond to their beliefs in the first supergame, which is similar to the rate
of best responding in simpler environments (see Alempaki et al., 2019, Costa-Gomes and
Weizsäcker, 2008, and the references therein). To calculate the proportion of good responses and best responses, we use subjects’ beliefs together with analytical calculations
of payoffs for every combination of strategies (see Tables A.5 to A.7 in Web Appendix V).
Data from the first supergame support good responding as a useful measure. First, a
payoff loss of up to 3.15 percent is small relative to the range of losses across subjects:
Figure A.12 in Web Appendix IV shows the cumulative distribution function of payoffs
43 We

base our measure on the absolute value of OptimismRelTruth, which captures the

deviation from the truth of the subject’s expectation about how much others cooperate (the notes
to Figure 4 define OptimismRelTruth). In particular, we define accuracy to be the negative of
the absolute value of OptimismRelTruth; we take the negative so that accuracy increases (toward
zero) as beliefs become more accurate.
44 Web

Appendix II.7 describes the regression.
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relative to best responding. Second, good responding matters for outcomes: in Section 3.3
we show that good responding is a strong predictor of earnings.45 Third, good responding
changes with beliefs: in Section 3.2.2 we show that the frequency of good responding
varies with the optimism of subjects’ beliefs.
3.2.2

Analysis of good responding

Table 2 shows the frequency with which each strategy is a good response to subjects’
beliefs, split by treatment. When the return to joint cooperation is low (R = 32), the
unfriendly strategy AD is a good response for almost all subjects (97 percent), while DG
and DTFT are good responses for around 35 percent of subjects. When R = 40, the
lenient strategies G2 and TF2T are good responses for around 75 percent of subjects,
while the provocable strategies G, 2TFT and TFT are good responses for around 55
percent, and AC is a good response for around 45 percent. When the return to joint
cooperation is high (R = 48), the lenient strategies G2 and TF2T are good responses
for almost all subjects (94 percent), and AC is a good response for around 60 percent;
perhaps surprisingly, when R = 48 the provocable strategies G, 2TFT and TFT are good
responses for only around 35 percent of subjects.46
R

AD

DG

DTFT

RAND

G

2TFT

TFT

G2

TF2T

AC

32

0.97

0.37

0.34

0.03

0.13

0.13

0.12

0.10

0.09

0.04

40

0.33

0.17

0.16

0.02

0.58

0.56

0.55

0.75

0.75

0.45

48

0.07

0.09

0.09

0.01

0.34

0.33

0.31

0.94

0.94

0.60

Table 2: Frequency each strategy is a good response in Supergame 1
Notes: For each strategy, the table shows the proportion of subjects for whom that strategy is
in the subject’s set of good responses (given the subject’s beliefs), split by treatment. Good
responding is defined in the second paragraph of Section 3.2.1. Table A.3 in Web Appendix V
replicates the table for best responding.
45 The

relationship between good responding and earnings is not immediate, since good re-

sponding is defined relative to subjects’ beliefs, while earnings depend on realized choices of
others.
46 Compared

to lenient strategies, provocable strategies provide more protection against AD.

However, unlike lenient strategies, provocable strategies never achieve mutual cooperation
against DG and DTFT, which matters most when R = 48.
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The frequency with which subjects good respond to their beliefs interacts with optimism in an interesting way. Recall from Section 3.1 that optimism measures how often a
subject expects others to cooperate. We find that optimism is unhelpful when the return
to joint cooperation is low (R = 32), in the sense that optimism reduces the probability
that subjects good respond to their beliefs, while optimism is helpful when the return to
joint cooperation is high (R = 48).47 As evidenced by Table A.4 in Web Appendix V:
(i) when the return to joint cooperation is low, optimists good respond less frequently
because they often fail to understand that the unfriendly strategy AD is a good response
to their (relatively) optimistic beliefs; and (ii) when the return to joint cooperation is
high, pessimists good respond less frequently because they often fail to understand that
the lenient strategies G2 and TF2T are good responses to their (relatively) pessimistic
beliefs.

3.3

The determinants of earnings

In this section, we analyze the determinants of earnings. In particular, we want to understand how earnings in the first supergame depend on subjects’ initial beliefs and behavior
given those beliefs. Earnings in Supergame 1 are noisy, since they depend on the behavior
of the specific opponent that a subject is matched with. To reduce this noise, we analyze
subjects’ expected earnings given their choice of strategy and how others behave withintreatment (recall that subjects had not yet interacted with each other when we elicited
strategies and beliefs in the first supergame).
To put our analysis in context, Panel I of Figure 5 shows expected earnings in the
first supergame by treatment, while Panel II shows expected earnings as a proportion
of the maximum available (from choosing the strategy that performs best in expectation
given how others actually behave). The first panel shows that, unsurprisingly, expected
earnings increase with the return to joint cooperation. The second panel shows that
subjects generally leave little money on the table: on average, subjects achieve expected
earnings of around 95 percent of the maximum.48
47 Web
48 A

Appendix II.8 describes the regression.

subject who achieved expected earnings of 100 percent of the maximum would still leave

money on the table relative to the best response to the specific strategy chosen by her randomly
selected opponent.
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Figure 5: Earnings in Supergame 1: Violin plots
Notes: We define ‘Expected earnings’ to be the expected earnings in points of a subject’s chosen
strategy playing against the treatment-level strategy distribution (excluding the subject’s own
choice); we derive Expected earnings using analytical calculations of payoffs for every possible
combination of strategies (see Tables A.5 to A.7 in Web Appendix V). We define ‘ExpEarnRelMax’ to be Expected earnings as a proportion of the expected earnings from the best response
to the treatment-level strategy distribution (excluding the subject’s own choice). In the violin
plots, stars are means and horizontal bars are 95 percent confidence intervals, calculated using
non-parametric bootstrapping.

We now turn to our analysis of the determinants of earnings. Table 3 reports the
results of regressions of expected earnings in Supergame 1 on the variables of interest;
throughout, the omitted category is R = 32. Confirming Figure 5, the first two rows of
Table 3 show that expected earnings increase with the return to joint cooperation. More
interestingly, the table tells us that expected earnings depend on both the accuracy of
subjects’ beliefs and the ability of subjects to choose well given those beliefs.
The third row of Table 3 shows that expected earnings increase with the accuracy of
beliefs about the level of cooperation (the final paragraph of Section 3.1 introduces our
notion of accuracy).49 Thus, the quality of subjects’ initial beliefs helps to determine how
much they earn in the first prisoner’s dilemma supergame. Furthermore, the fourth row
shows that expected earnings are higher for subjects who good respond to their beliefs
(Section 3.2.1 introduces our notion of good responding). Thus, the ability of subjects to
select strategies that perform well given their beliefs also helps to determine how much
49 To

help interpret the effect size, note that our measure of accuracy is defined from −1 to 0.

In footnote 43 we define accuracy to be the negative of the absolute value of OptimismRelTruth;
Panel IV of Figure 4 shows the distribution of OptimismRelTruth.
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they earn; this relationship between good responding and earnings is not immediate, since
good responding is defined relative to subjects’ beliefs, while earnings depend on the actual
choices of others. Table A.8 in Web Appendix V shows that our results are robust when
we replace our binary measure of good responding with a continuous measure of the
proximity of a subject’s strategy to the best response to her beliefs (based on expected
payoffs relative to those from best responding).

R40
R48
Accuracy of beliefs

(1)

(2)

(3)

13.02***

12.82***

12.61***

(0.55)

(0.53)

(0.53)

44.57***

46.59***

45.52***

(1.18)

(1.03)

(1.07)

12.09***

10.26***

(2.66)

(2.68)

Good responder to beliefs

Mean of dependent variable
N

7.11***

6.86***

(0.72)

(0.72)

128.15

128.15

128.15

390

390

390

Table 3: Expected earnings in Supergame 1
Notes: Each column reports a linear OLS regression of expected earnings in Supergame 1, controlling for the five personality factors, demographic characteristics and standardized cognitive
ability (see Section 2.9), and with R = 32 as the omitted category. Expected earnings is defined
in the notes to Figure 5. Accuracy of beliefs is defined in footnote 43. Good responding is a
binary variable defined in the second paragraph of Section 3.2.1. N = 390 because four subjects
did not complete the demographic questionnaire. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are
shown in parentheses. ***, ** and * denote significance at the 1 percent, 5 percent and 10
percent levels (two-sided tests).

4

Evolution of beliefs and behavior

Next, we turn to the evolution of beliefs and behavior over the course of the 25 supergames.

4.1

Evolution of cooperation

Figure 6 describes the evolution of cooperation at the treatment and session levels. The
figure shows that the differences across treatments in the level of cooperation that we found
in Supergame 1 persist over the 25 supergames as subjects gain experience (Tables 4 and 5
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below evidence strongly statistically significant effects of the treatment on cooperation).50
Furthermore, in each treatment, the aggregate level of cooperation is fairly stable over
the 25 supergames. The figure also emphasizes a considerable degree of across-session
heterogeneity in cooperation. Although the average level of cooperation remains broadly
stable, at the individual level we find that subjects’ beliefs and behavior respond to
experience; the next section describes these results.
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Figure 6: Evolution of cooperation across supergames
Notes: ‘Cooperation’ is defined as in the notes to Figure 4 for Supergame 1, except that we
now measure the cooperation of a subject’s strategy in a given supergame using the session-level
strategy distribution in that supergame (again excluding the subject’s own choice) instead of
the treatment-level distribution.

4.2

Learning from experience

When studying the effect of experience, the previous literature focuses on behavior in
the first round of each supergame, and finds that subjects are more likely to cooperate
in the first round of a supergame when the previous supergame lasted longer and when
their opponent in the previous supergame cooperated in the first round of that earlier
supergame (Dal Bó and Fréchette, 2011, 2018). We start by showing that this previous
finding replicates in our setting with strategy elicitation over consecutive supergames, and
we extend the existing literature by showing that the effects of experience on first-round
cooperation are robust when we control for initial beliefs.

50 As

we noted in Section 3.1, in Supergame 1 our subjects choose unfriendly strategies at

broadly similar rates to Dal Bó and Fréchette (2019)’s subjects in their menu elicitation treatment (see footnote 42).
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We then go beyond this analysis of first-round behavior in three ways. First, because
we elicited strategies in consecutive supergames, we are able to show that experience affects cooperation at the level of the whole supergame strategy, and we also use transitions
between strategies to help understand how experience changes cooperation. Second, because we elicited beliefs in the first supergame, we can show that cooperation depends
on both experience and initial beliefs. Third, because we also elicited beliefs in the final
supergame, we can show that beliefs themselves respond to experience and that beliefs
in the final supergame predict cooperation. Thus, we use beliefs to provide new evidence
about the mechanism that underlies learning from experience.

R40
R48
Length of Supergame t − 1

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.152**

0.138**

0.067

0.084

0.040

(0.060)

(0.055)

(0.048)

(0.056)

(0.043)

0.304***

0.277***

0.153***

0.203***

0.113***

(0.044)

(0.039)

(0.043)

(0.045)

(4)

0.007***

(0.038)

0.007***

(0.001)

Other’s Round 1 coop
in Supergame t − 1
Own Round 1 coop
in Supergame 1
Own optimism
in Supergame 1

(5)

(0.001)

0.087***

0.080***

(0.019)

(0.016)

0.387***

0.299***

(0.036)

(0.035)

0.696***

0.345***

(0.071)

(0.061)

Mean of dependent variable

0.464

0.464

0.464

0.464

0.464

N

9360

9360

9360

9360

9360

Table 4: Round 1 cooperation in Supergame t
Notes: Each column reports a linear OLS regression of Round 1 cooperation in Supergame t (for
t > 1), controlling for the five personality factors, demographic characteristics and standardized
cognitive ability (see Section 2.9), and the supergame number, and with R = 32 as the omitted
category. ‘Round 1 coop in Supergame t’ is a variable taking value 1 if the relevant subject
cooperated in the first round of Supergame t, and taking value 0 if not, where the cooperation
decision was determined by the subject’s chosen strategy. ‘Optimism in Supergame t’ is the
optimism of the relevant subject’s beliefs in Supergame t (optimism is defined in the notes
to Figure 4). ‘Other’ refers to the subject’s opponent in a given supergame. ‘Own’ refers
to the subject herself. ‘Length of Supergame t’ is the number of rounds that Supergame t
lasted for. N is in multiples of 390 because four subjects did not complete the demographic
questionnaire. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors with clustering at the session level are
shown in parentheses. ***, ** and * denote significance at the 1 percent, 5 percent and 10
percent levels (two-sided tests).

Table 4 shows that subjects are more likely to choose a strategy that cooperates in
the first round of a supergame when the previous supergame was longer and when the
strategy chosen by the subject’s opponent in the previous supergame cooperated in the
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first round of that earlier supergame. Using our data from strategy elicitation, we find
effect sizes of experience that are close to those found by Dal Bó and Fréchette (2018,
Table 9) using meta-data from round-by-round choices. Following Dal Bó and Fréchette
(2018), our analysis of learning controls for first-round cooperation in the first supergame
(shown in the panel) and the supergame number (not shown in the panel). Extending
the previous literature, our analysis controls for initial beliefs by including the subject’s
optimism in the first supergame (recall from Section 3.1 that optimism measures how
often a subject expects others to cooperate). We find that optimism in the first supergame
strongly predicts first-round cooperation in later supergames, even after controlling for
the subject’s first-round cooperation in the first supergame. At the same time, our other
parameter estimates are broadly robust to including optimism as a control for initial
beliefs. For simplicity, we use linear regressions to estimate parameters; Table A.9 in Web
Appendix V shows that our results are robust when instead we use Probit regressions.
Panel I of Table 5 moves beyond this analysis of first-round cooperation by measuring
cooperation at the level of the whole supergame strategy, which we call ‘strategy cooperation’ for short. Here we want a measure of cooperation that does not depend on the
behavior of others, and so we measure strategy cooperation by how much a strategy cooperates on average against a uniform distribution over the ten available strategies.51 Once
again, we control for the supergame number (not shown in the panel). Panel I shows clear
evidence of learning at the level of the whole supergame strategy. In particular, the panel
shows that strategy cooperation increases in both the length of the previous supergame
and in the cooperation of the whole supergame strategy chosen by the opponent in the
previous supergame.52 In Section 4.3 we use transitions between strategies to help un51 In

particular, here we cannot measure the cooperation of a strategy in a given supergame by

its realized cooperation rate; if we did, then we would create a confounding positive correlation
between a subject’s cooperation in Supergame t and her opponent’s cooperation in Supergame
t − 1 driven by the fact that subjects’ own propensity to cooperate would influence the measurement of the cooperation of their opponent’s strategy. Similarly, here we do not measure
the cooperation of a strategy using the session-level strategy distribution because of sessionlevel heterogeneity in the level of cooperation exhibited in Figure 6, which would influence the
measurement of subjects’ own cooperation and that of their opponent.
52 Of

course, subjects do not directly observe the strategy chosen by their opponent: Ta-

ble A.10 in Web Appendix V shows that the response to the opponent’s cooperation is robust
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I: Strategy cooperation in Supergame t

R40
R48
Length of Supergame t − 1

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.103**

0.096**

0.059*

0.049

0.039

(0.041)

(0.038)

(0.032)

(0.037)

(0.029)

0.209***

0.194***

0.090***

0.128***

0.068**

(0.033)

(0.030)

(0.029)

(0.029)

(4)

(5)

(0.026)

0.004***

0.004***

(0.001)

(0.001)

Other’s strategy coop
in Supergame t − 1
Own strategy coop
in Supergame 1
Own optimism
in Supergame 1

0.072***

0.066***

(0.018)

(0.014)

0.422***

0.334***

(0.034)

(0.036)

0.556***

0.232***

(0.048)

(0.039)

Mean of dependent variable

0.467

0.467

0.467

0.467

0.467

N

9360

9360

9360

9360

9360

(4)

(5)

II: Optimism in Supergame 25
(1)
R40
R48
Length of Supergames 1 to 24

N

(3)

0.110**

0.025

0.086*

0.062

-0.016

(0.045)

(0.025)

(0.042)

(0.043)

(0.024)

0.244***

0.069**

0.178***

0.171***

0.005

(0.043)

(0.034)

(0.045)

(0.041)

(0.035)

0.040

0.025*

(0.024)

(0.013)

Others’ strategy coop
in Supergames 1 to 24
Own strategy coop
in Supergame 1
Own optimism
in Supergame 1
Mean of dependent variable

(2)

0.830***

0.760***

(0.110)

(0.097)

0.232***

0.069**

(0.036)

(0.033)

0.493***

0.411***

(0.042)

(0.040)

0.430

0.430

0.430

0.430

0.430

390

390

390

390

390

Table 5: Effect of experience on behavior and beliefs
Notes: Each column reports a linear OLS regression of the variable in the panel title (for t > 1
in the case of Panel I), controlling for the five personality factors, demographic characteristics
and standardized cognitive ability (see Section 2.9), and with R = 32 as the omitted category.
The regressions in Panel I also include the supergame number as a control. ‘Strategy coop in
Supergame t’ measures the expected cooperation rate of the relevant subject’s chosen strategy
in Supergame t playing against the uniform distribution over the ten strategies (the notes to
Figure 4 define ‘cooperation rate’), while ‘Strategy coop in Supergames 1 to 24’ is the mean over
the first 24 supergames. ‘Optimism in Supergame t’ is the optimism of the relevant subject’s
beliefs in Supergame t (optimism is defined in the notes to Figure 4). ‘Other’ refers to the subject’s opponent in a given supergame. ‘Own’ refers to the subject herself. ‘Length of Supergame
t’ is the number of rounds that Supergame t lasted for, while ‘Length of Supergames 1 to 24’
is the mean over the first 24 supergames. N is in multiples of 390 because four subjects did
not complete the demographic questionnaire. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors with
clustering at the session level are shown in parentheses. ***, ** and * denote significance at the
1 percent, 5 percent and 10 percent levels (two-sided tests).
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derstand how experience changes cooperation: for example, when a subject’s opponent in
the previous supergame cooperated more, the subject is much less likely to change to an
unfriendly strategy (see Table A.1 and the associated discussion in Web Appendix III).
Panel I further shows that optimism in the first supergame predicts strategy cooperation in later supergames, even after controlling for the subject’s strategy cooperation in
the first supergame. In summary, Panel I shows that experience and initial beliefs both
predict cooperation at the level of the whole supergame strategy.
In Panel II of Table 5 we extend our analysis of learning to the evolution of beliefs
themselves. In particular, we study how optimism changes with experience. Since we
elicited beliefs only in the first and final supergames, we regress optimism in the final
(25th) supergame on the average length of the previous 24 supergames played by the subject and the average strategy cooperation of the subject’s 24 previous opponents. Panel II
shows that beliefs respond to experience. In particular, the panel shows that optimism in
the final supergame increases in the average cooperation of the whole supergame strategies chosen by the subject’s previous opponents.53 When we include both measures of
experience in the same regression and control for the subject’s strategy cooperation and
optimism in the first supergame, the effect of supergame length is marginally statistically
significant, but the effect of others’ strategy cooperation remains large and strongly statistically significant. In summary, Panel II shows that subjects learn, in the sense that
their beliefs respond to what they experienced over the course of the experiment.
Furthermore, the subjects’ updated beliefs in the final supergame strongly predict
cooperation: a one-unit increase in optimism in Supergame 25 is associated with an
increase of 0.625 in strategy cooperation in the same supergame; and updated beliefs
account for 23% of the variance in cooperation in the final supergame (this represents 70%
of the variance accounted for together by updated beliefs, the return to joint cooperation,
to using a model in which subjects make inferences based on realized play. The model with
inferences is not our preferred specification because the model needs to make an assumption
about prior beliefs and because a subject’s own behavior influences her inferences (although the
direction of the effect is ambiguous).
53 Just

like for Panel I, Table A.10 in Web Appendix V shows that this response to the

opponents’ cooperation is robust to using a model in which subjects make inferences based on
realized play.
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demographics, personality and cognitive ability). By comparison, in the first supergame,
initial beliefs account for 36% of the variance in cooperation (this represents 80% of the
variance accounted for together by initial beliefs, the treatment, demographics, personality
and cognitive ability).54
I: OptimismRelTruth

II: OptimismRelTruth

Supergame 1

Supergame 25

III: Change

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-1.0

-1.0
32

40

48

-1.0
32

40

48

32

40

48

Figure 7: Evolution of OptimismRelTruth at the session level: Violin plots
Notes: ‘OptimismRelTruth’ is defined as in the notes to Figure 4 for Supergame 1, except that we
now use the session-level strategy distribution (again excluding the subject’s own choice) instead
of the treatment-level distribution. In the violin plots, the unit of observation is an individual
subject, stars are means and horizontal bars are 95 percent confidence intervals, calculated using
non-parametric bootstrapping.

Recall from Section 3.1 that ‘OptimismRelTruth’ measures optimism relative to how
often others actually cooperate. Our finding from Table 5 that optimism responds to
experience suggests that OptimismRelTruth moves toward zero over the course of the 25
supergames as beliefs about how often others actually cooperate become more accurate.
Since subjects learn within their session, in Figure 7 we measure OptimismRelTruth at
the session level. Figure 7 confirms that, on average, beliefs do indeed move toward the
truth in all three treatments. Confirming our finding from Section 3.1, when the return
to joint cooperation is low (R = 32), subjects’ initial beliefs are too optimistic relative to
54 When

we run an OLS regression of strategy cooperation in Supergame 25 on optimism in

Supergame 25, controlling for the treatment, the five personality factors, demographic characteristics and standardized cognitive ability (see Section 2.9), the coefficient on optimism is 0.625,
with the effect statistically significant at the one-percent level. We decompose the R2 of this
regression using the Shapley value (Huettner and Sunder, 2012; we include the treatment indicators in one group). We then repeat the procedure, using strategy cooperation and optimism
in Supergame 1 instead of Supergame 25.
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the truth; however, with experience OptimismRelTruth falls toward zero as this excess
optimism declines. When the return to joint cooperation is high (R = 48), initial beliefs
are slightly too pessimistic, and with experience OptimismRelTruth rises toward zero as
this modest excess pessimism disappears on average.

4.3

Experimentation and strategy revisions

In this section we delve deeper into the evolution of behavior by studying the factors
that drive experimentation and strategy revisions over the course of the 25 supergames.
On average, subjects tried four of the ten available strategies at least once; furthermore,
33 percent of the time subjects changed their choice of strategy from one supergame to
the next.
To help understand why subjects change their strategy from one supergame to the
next, in Table 6 we regress an indicator for changing strategy on the same variables
that we analyzed in Panel I of Table 5 when studying learning from experience. To those
variables, we add an indicator for good responding to beliefs in the first supergame, which
we interpret here as a measure of quality of thinking given the beliefs that the subject has
formed (Section 3.2.1 introduces our notion of good responding). We also add the quality
of the strategy chosen by the subject in the previous supergame, which we measure by how
well that strategy performs in expectation given the subject’s experience. In particular,
‘Quality of Supergame t−1 strategy’ is proportional to the earnings of the strategy chosen
in the previous supergame when it plays against the distribution of strategies chosen by
the subject’s opponents up to and including the previous supergame (the notes to Table 6
provide the formal definition).
To summarize the main findings in Table 6, subjects change strategy less frequently:
(i) when their opponent cooperated more in the previous supergame; (ii) when the subject
exhibits a higher quality of thinking; (iii) when the subject chose a higher quality strategy
in the previous supergame; and (iv) when the subject has gained experience by playing
more supergames.
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(1)
R40
R48
Length of Supergame t − 1

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

0.014

0.036

0.014

0.009

0.019

0.057*

0.014

0.057*

(0.032)

(0.032)

(0.033)

(0.033)

(0.032)

(0.031)

(0.032)

(0.032)

-0.026

0.018

-0.028

-0.034

-0.034

0.103**

-0.026

0.076

(0.035)

(0.035)

(0.037)

(0.034)

(0.035)

(0.044)

(0.035)

(0.046)

-0.000

0.000

(0.002)

(0.002)

Other’s strategy coop
in Supergame t − 1
Own strategy coop
in Supergame 1
Own optimism
in Supergame 1
Good responder to beliefs
in Supergame 1
Quality of Supergame t − 1
strategy
Supergame number

-0.209***

-0.176***

(0.017)

(0.014)

0.007

0.002

(0.038)

(0.038)

0.056

0.079

(0.063)

(0.060)

-0.073***

-0.067***

(0.025)

(0.023)

-0.323***

-0.212***

(0.060)

(0.054)

-0.005*** -0.005***
(0.001)

(0.001)

Mean of dependent variable

0.332

0.332

0.332

0.332

0.332

0.332

0.332

0.332

N

9360

9360

9360

9360

9360

9360

9360

9360

Table 6: Strategy changed from Supergame t − 1 to Supergame t
Notes: Each column reports a linear OLS regression of a binary variable that takes value 1 if the
subject changed her strategy from Supergame t − 1 to Supergame t, and taking value 0 if not,
controlling for the five personality factors, demographic characteristics and standardized cognitive ability (see Section 2.9), and with R = 32 as the omitted category. ‘Length of Supergame
t − 1’, ‘Other’s strategy coop in Supergame t − 1’, ‘Own strategy coop in Supergame 1’ and
‘Own optimism in Supergame 1’ appear in Panel I of Table 5 (see the table notes for definitions).
Good responding is a binary variable defined in the second paragraph of Section 3.2.1. ‘Quality
of Supergame t − 1 strategy’ is proportional to the expected earnings of the subject’s chosen
strategy in Supergame t − 1 playing against a distribution made up of the t − 1 strategies chosen
by the subject’s opponents in Supergames 1 to t − 1; each unit of quality corresponds to earnings
of 100 points, and we derive this measure using analytical calculations of payoffs for every possible combination of strategies (see Tables A.5 to A.7 in Web Appendix V). N is in multiples of
390 because four subjects did not complete the demographic questionnaire. Heteroskedasticityrobust standard errors with clustering at the session level are shown in parentheses. ***, ** and
* denote significance at the 1 percent, 5 percent and 10 percent levels (two-sided tests).

In more detail, the third row of Table 6 shows that the likelihood of changing strategy
does not depend on the length of the previous supergame. The fourth row shows that the
likelihood of changing strategy falls in the cooperation of the whole supergame strategy
chosen by the subject’s opponent in the previous supergame (we introduced the notion
of ‘strategy cooperation’ in Section 4.2 when discussing the results from Panel I of Table 5). The seventh row shows that subjects who good respond to their beliefs in the first
supergame, and so have a higher quality of thinking, are less likely to change strategy
from one supergame to the next. The eighth row shows that subjects who chose a higher
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quality strategy in the previous supergame are less likely to change strategy. In the ninth
row the coefficient on the supergame number is negative, and so subjects who have played
more supergames tend to change strategy less frequently.55 Just as in Panel I of Table 5,
these results control for the subject’s behavior and beliefs in the first supergame (fifth
and sixth rows).
In Web Appendix III we further study transitions from one strategy category to another. For example, this analysis shows that subjects are much less likely to change from
provocable or lenient strategies to unfriendly ones when their opponent in the previous
supergame cooperated more, which sheds light on the mechanism by which the opponent’s cooperation in the previous supergame reduces the likelihood of changing strategy
(Table 6), while at the same time increasing the subject’s own cooperation (Table 5).

5

Personality

In this section we consider the relationship between personality and behavior and beliefs.
To do so, we revisit the regressions reported in Table 5 of Section 4.2, which we used to
study the effect of experience on cooperation at the level of the whole supergame strategy
(strategy cooperation) and on optimism (recall from from Section 3.1 that optimism measures how often a subject expects others to cooperate). Those regressions controlled for
personality and demographics, and so we can study the relationship between personality
and strategy cooperation and optimism by examining the coefficients on personality from
those regressions. Columns 1 and 3 of Table 7 report the coefficients on personality from
the regressions reported in Column 5 of Panels I and II of Table 5, which control for
experience and for initial behavior and beliefs in Supergame 1, while Column 2 replicates
Column 1 using only the last five supergames.

55 Related

work also finds that strategy revisions become less frequent over time (Cason and

Mui, 2019, across supergames; Romero and Rosokha, 2019a, within supergames; and Dal Bó
and Fréchette, 2019, for non-binding strategies). Cason and Mui (2019) also find that subjects
who earn more in one supergame are less likely to change strategy from that supergame to the
next.
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(1)
Strategy cooperation

(2)
Strategy cooperation

(3)
Optimism

(Supergames 2-25)

(Supergames 21-25)

(Supergame 25)

Anxiety
Cautiousness
Kindness
Manipulativeness

-0.004

-0.022

0.003

(0.009)

(0.014)

(0.010)

-0.009

-0.010

-0.008

(0.008)

(0.012)

(0.012)

0.008

0.001

0.017*

(0.011)

(0.015)

(0.008)

0.004

0.006

-0.003

(0.010)

(0.013)

(0.011)

0.021**

0.022**

0.017**

(0.009)

(0.009)

(0.007)

Mean of dependent variable

0.467

0.461

0.430

N

9360

1950

390

Control for beliefs in Sup. 1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Control for behavior in Sup. 1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Controls for experience

Yes

Yes

Yes

Trust

Table 7: Effect of personality on behavior and beliefs
Notes: The regression reported in Column 1 (Column 3) is exactly the same as the one reported
in Column 5 of Panel I (Column 5 of Panel II) of Table 5 (that table and its notes describe all
the independent variables); here we report only the coefficients on the five personality factors
(see Section 2.9). The regression reported in Column 2 is the same as that reported in Column
1, except that it uses observations of the dependent variable only from the last five supergames.
‘Strategy cooperation’ is defined in the notes to Table 5 and ‘optimism’ is defined in the notes
to Figure 4.

Column 1 of Table 7 shows that trust predicts cooperation: a one-standard-deviation
increase in trust is associated with a two-percentage-point increase in strategy cooperation over the course of the experiment, with the effect statistically significant at the
five-percent level. Column 2 shows that the relationship between trust and cooperation
persists in the last five supergames. Importantly, Column 3 shows that trust also positively predicts optimism in the final supergame, which suggests that the relationship
between trust and cooperation is partly mediated by beliefs about how much others will
cooperate (recall from footnote 54 that optimism in the final supergame strongly predicts
strategy cooperation in the final supergame).56 Table A.11 in Web Appendix V shows
that the effects of trust on cooperation and optimism are robust when we do not control
56 Column

3 also shows an effect of kindness on optimism, but kindness does not appear to

have a robust effect on behavior and beliefs: there is no corresponding effect of kindness on
cooperation in Columns 1 and 2 of Table 7; and the effect on optimism is smaller and not
statistically significant at the ten-percent level when we do not control for experience or for
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for experience or for initial behavior and beliefs in Supergame 1.57
Interestingly, we find no evidence that trust predicts behavior or beliefs in the first
supergame, and so our data suggest that trusting subjects learn to cooperate. When we
regress strategy cooperation and optimism in Supergame 1 on our personality factors, the
coefficients on trust are small and far from statistical significance (see Table A.12 in Web
Appendix V).
To understand how trusting subjects learn from experience, we study how trust interacts with good and bad news to drive cooperation. We say that a subject received ‘good
news’ when her opponent’s strategy cooperation in the previous supergame was above
the treatment-level median, and we say that she received ‘bad news’ when her opponent’s
strategy cooperation in the previous supergame was below the median. Recall that Column 5 of Panel I of Table 5 reports the effect of the opponent’s strategy cooperation in
the previous supergame on a subject’s own strategy cooperation; Figure 8 shows that
this effect depends on whether the news was good or bad and on the subject’s level of
trust (the notes to the figure explain how the estimates come from a piece-wise linear
spline regression). In particular, Figure 8 shows that subjects high in trust respond more
strongly to their opponent’s cooperation in the previous supergame when the news was
good than when the news was bad; this tendency to amplify good news and discount
bad news tends to drive cooperation up. By contrast, subjects low in trust respond more
strongly to their opponent’s cooperation in the previous supergame when the news was
bad than when the news was good; this tendency to discount good news and amplify bad
news tends to drive cooperation down.

initial behavior and beliefs (see Table A.11 in Web Appendix V).
57 The

effect sizes are similar, the coefficients on trust in Columns 2 and 3 remain significant at

the five-percent level, while the coefficient on trust in Column 1 is significant at the ten-percent
level (p = 0.0503).
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Bad News

0.07
0.00

Coefficient

0.14

Good News

Low

Average

High

Trust
Figure 8: Effect of opponent’s strategy cooperation in Supergame t − 1
on strategy cooperation in Supergame t
Notes: We start with the regression reported in Column 5 of Panel I of Table 5 from Section 4.2, which regresses ‘Strategy coop in Supergame t’ on ‘Other’s strategy coop in Supergame t − 1’ and other variables, controlling for the five personality factors, demographic
characteristics and standardized cognitive ability (see Section 2.9), and the supergame number;
the notes to Table 5 define relevant terms. Let xR for R ∈ {32, 40, 48} be the treatmentspecific median of ‘Other’s strategy coop in Supergame t − 1’ across all subjects in that
treatment and t > 1. We say that a subject receives ‘good news’ (‘bad news’) when
‘Other’s strategy coop in Supergame t − 1’ ≥ (<) xR . We run a piece-wise linear spline regression by including max{0, (‘Other’s strategy coop in Supergame t − 1’ − xR )} in the regression
reported in Column 5 of Panel I of Table 5; furthermore, we interact trust with ‘Other’s strategy coop in Supergame t − 1’ and with max{0, (‘Other’s strategy coop in Supergame t − 1’ −
xR )}. Both interactions are statistically significant at the five-percent level; this can be
seen from Column 3 of Table A.13 in Web Appendix V, which reports coefficients from
the spline regression and labels max{0, (‘Other’s strategy coop in Supergame t − 1’ − xR )} as
(‘Other’s strategy coop in Sup. t − 1’ − xR )+ for conciseness. Recalling that the trust factor is standardized by construction, we define high (average) (low) trust as trust = 1 (= 0)
(= −1), and we then calculate the coefficients in the figure based on the coefficients from
Column 3 of Table A.13 in Web Appendix V. For example, when trust = 1, the coefficient for bad news is 0.082 + (1 × −0.054) = 0.028 and the coefficient for good news is
(0.082 + (1 × −0.054)) + (−0.035 + (1 × 0.079)) = 0.072.
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6

Conclusion

By eliciting beliefs over supergame strategies in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma,
in this paper we have advanced our understanding of how people form and use beliefs in
repeated interactions that last for an uncertain length of time. Our analysis suggests that
beliefs matter. For example, people form initial beliefs that match actual behavior quite
well on average, beliefs are correlated with behavior, initial beliefs have a persistent effect
on cooperation, and beliefs change with experience and become more accurate over time.
Future research should build on our findings by, for example, establishing whether it is feasible to elicit beliefs over supergame strategies using a larger strategy space, studying how
the role of beliefs interacts with the continuation probability, and eliciting second-order
beliefs alongside the first-order beliefs that we analyze here.
Even though we selected directed measures of personality that we judged most likely
to help explain cooperation in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma, only trust
predicts behavior and beliefs in our data. As we discuss in the introduction, the role of
trust that we uncover is consistent with a strategic motivation for cooperation mediated
by beliefs. Our results thus suggest that personal traits only predict coordination on
cooperative equilibria when the personal trait interacts with strategic motives. Indeed,
Proto et al. (2019, 2020) find that cognitive ability predicts cooperation in the indefinitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma because more intelligent subjects make fewer errors
when implementing strategies, and Dal Bó and Fréchette (2018) conclude from their literature survey that strategic motives predominate in explaining cooperation in indefinitely
repeated games when cooperation can be sustained as an equilibrium. Future research
could further our understanding of the role of trust by matching trusting subjects together
or by designing mechanisms by which people high in trust can identify similar others and
self-select to play repeated games together.
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